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T603 - PW3 Work Jacket
Collection:  PW3 Workwear
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill Plus: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
This modern cut stylish work jacket with its smooth lines and subtle two-
tone paneling co-ordinates with all trousers in the PW3 range. Premium
polycotton fabric provides durability and ultimate wearer comfort. Packed
with functionality including Ezee zip, pre-shaped elbows, reflective trim
detail  and  multiple  pockets.  Hook  and  loop  cuff  adjustment  and  side
elastication ensure a comfortable fit.
PW3 Workwear
Portwest PW3 workwear is characterised by fresh dynamic designs and a
contemporary fit. A selection of premium fabrics and advanced construction
techniques  have been used,  guaranteeing choice,  comfort  and ultimate
wearer  durability.  The  garments  have  been  tested  to  ensure  they  will
withstand the rigours of everyday wear.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Durable polycotton fabric for high performance and maximum wearer●

comfort

Ezee zip allows for quick and easy fastening even when wearing work●

gloves

4 pockets for ample storage●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Reflective trim for increased visibility and safety●

Contrast colour stitching for added style●

Smart phone pocket●

Side elastic waist for ultimate wearer comfort●

Front zip opening for easy access●

40+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays●

*Registered European Community Design●
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T603 - PW3 Work Jacket
Commodity Code: 6203331000

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
T603NBRS Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.7370 0.0650 5036108311484 15036108799999
T603NBRM Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.7700 0.0650 5036108311477 15036108799982
T603NBRL Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.8080 0.0650 5036108311460 15036108799975
T603NBRXL Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.8560 0.0650 5036108311491 15036108800008
T603NBRXXL Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.8880 0.0650 5036108311507 15036108800015
T603NBRXXXL Navy/Black 43.0 28.0 54.0 0.9280 0.0650 5036108311514 15036108800022


